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AMTA’s inaugural online conference: A unique Virtual experience!AMTA’s inaugural online conference: A unique Virtual experience!

Opening Session with Dr. Emmeline Edwards, National Institutes of Health —  November 19, 2020, 7:00 pm (Eastern Time)

Keynote Address “Rhythmic Medicine” with Dr. Nina Kraus, Northwestern University — November 20, 2020, 10:00 Am (Eastern Time)

Keynote Address with Rachel Ebeling, The Angel Band Project — November 21, 2020, 10:00 Am (Eastern Time)

Full Conference Registration — Includes access to over 70 sessions for up to 6 months
Neuroscience Track only — includes opening session, keynote, and Selected concurrent sessions

Go to www.musictherapy.org and click “Attend an Event” button to register  Go to www.musictherapy.org and click “Attend an Event” button to register  
and Add your choice from 24 different add-on courses. and Add your choice from 24 different add-on courses. 

®

November 19-22, 2020



Choose from 24 Add-On Courses for Even More CMTE OpportunitiesChoose from 24 Add-On Courses for Even More CMTE Opportunities
Thursday, November 19, 2020, 10:00 am — 1:00 pm

add-on Course a. neuro Tune up!add-on Course a. neuro Tune up!
Presenter(s): Elizabeth Stegemöller, PhD, MT-BCPresenter(s): Elizabeth Stegemöller, PhD, MT-BC

RReview neuroscience and how it applies to music eview neuroscience and how it applies to music 
therapy. Learn or refresh your knowledge on therapy. Learn or refresh your knowledge on 

neuroanatomy and function of major areas of the brain. neuroanatomy and function of major areas of the brain. 
Discuss basic principles of neuroplasticity and how they Discuss basic principles of neuroplasticity and how they 
apply to music therapy.apply to music therapy.

add-on Course B. Business 101: markeTing, BudgeTing, and raTes oH add-on Course B. Business 101: markeTing, BudgeTing, and raTes oH 
mY!mY!

Presenter(s): Jennifer Pinson, MT-BC and Lindsey Presenter(s): Jennifer Pinson, MT-BC and Lindsey 
Wright, MT-BCWright, MT-BC

MMarketing, budgeting, and rate setting are critical arketing, budgeting, and rate setting are critical 
pieces to running a successful business. Learn pieces to running a successful business. Learn 

effective strategies for these key skills.  Whether you are effective strategies for these key skills.  Whether you are 
just starting out or need some new ideas, you won’t want just starting out or need some new ideas, you won’t want 
to miss this information which will help you to grow your to miss this information which will help you to grow your 
business.business.

add-on Course C. Your WaY, mY WaY, and THe TruTH: THeoreTiCal add-on Course C. Your WaY, mY WaY, and THe TruTH: THeoreTiCal 
orienTaTion and Bias in our professionorienTaTion and Bias in our profession

Presenter(s): Alecia Meila, MM, MT-BC; Coleen Presenter(s): Alecia Meila, MM, MT-BC; Coleen 
Shanagher, MA, MT-BCShanagher, MA, MT-BC

MMusic therapists often align with a particular usic therapists often align with a particular 
theoretical orientation to inform practice and theoretical orientation to inform practice and 

communicate treatment effectiveness. However, a communicate treatment effectiveness. However, a 
lack of understanding for other orientations, along with lack of understanding for other orientations, along with 
professional bias, can cause conflict. Join us to explore professional bias, can cause conflict. Join us to explore 
theoretical orientations and approaches, implications theoretical orientations and approaches, implications 
for our educational programs and supervisors, and to for our educational programs and supervisors, and to 
confront the intraprofessional biases permeating our confront the intraprofessional biases permeating our 
profession.profession.

Thursday, November 19, 2020, 1:15 pm — 6:15 pm

add-on Course d. learning, TeaCHing, and supervising verBal use in musiC add-on Course d. learning, TeaCHing, and supervising verBal use in musiC 
THerapYTHerapY

Presenter(s): Elizabeth Schwartz, MA, LCAT, MT-BCPresenter(s): Elizabeth Schwartz, MA, LCAT, MT-BC

BBasic verbal skills are necessary for effective and asic verbal skills are necessary for effective and 
competent practice at every level of music therapy, competent practice at every level of music therapy, 

yet there is limited literature on how to learn, teach, and yet there is limited literature on how to learn, teach, and 
supervise verbal skills. Learn from a comprehensive four supervise verbal skills. Learn from a comprehensive four 
level framework, basic to advanced, as a foundation for level framework, basic to advanced, as a foundation for 
developing and using verbalization that fits the scope and developing and using verbalization that fits the scope and 
level of practice, client needs, and ethical practice.level of practice, client needs, and ethical practice.

Thursday, November 19, 2020, 2:00 pm — 6:00 pm

add-on Course e. THe laTesT and greaTesT in musiC and neurosCienCe add-on Course e. THe laTesT and greaTesT in musiC and neurosCienCe 
researCHresearCH

Presenter(s): Patricia Izbicki, PhDPresenter(s): Patricia Izbicki, PhD

IIn the last 20 years, the field of music, music education, n the last 20 years, the field of music, music education, 
music therapy and neuroscience has blossomed into a music therapy and neuroscience has blossomed into a 

recognized research entity. Things are moving quickly, recognized research entity. Things are moving quickly, 
making it difficult for practitioners and clinicians to keep making it difficult for practitioners and clinicians to keep 
up with new developments. Synthesize, disseminate, up with new developments. Synthesize, disseminate, 
and discuss the latest and greatest in music and and discuss the latest and greatest in music and 
neuroscience research with the goal of translating neuroscience research with the goal of translating 
basic research to the clinical setting (i.e., from bench to basic research to the clinical setting (i.e., from bench to 
bedside).bedside).

add-on Course f. demenTia 101: HoW To navigaTe THe World of demenTia add-on Course f. demenTia 101: HoW To navigaTe THe World of demenTia 
and meaningfullY engage everYone in THe roomand meaningfullY engage everYone in THe room

Presenter(s): Tara Jenkins, MT-BCPresenter(s): Tara Jenkins, MT-BC

HHave you struggled to effectively, successfully, and ave you struggled to effectively, successfully, and 
meaningfully engage older adults in music therapy? meaningfully engage older adults in music therapy? 

Explore how music therapists can become the experts Explore how music therapists can become the experts 
in dementia care, develop strategies and techniques in dementia care, develop strategies and techniques 
to strengthen therapeutic skills, and discuss dementia-to strengthen therapeutic skills, and discuss dementia-
specific scenarios from real life, clinical setting examples.specific scenarios from real life, clinical setting examples.

Friday, November 20, 2020, 12:00 pm — 3:00 pm

add-on Course g. mindfulness, musiC and mandala: CulTivaTing self-add-on Course g. mindfulness, musiC and mandala: CulTivaTing self-
Compassion around privilege and BiasCompassion around privilege and Bias

Presenter(s): Sangeeta Swamy, PhD, MT-BC, LPC; Presenter(s): Sangeeta Swamy, PhD, MT-BC, LPC; 
Jennifer Hicks, MT-BC, E-RYTJennifer Hicks, MT-BC, E-RYT

GGain powerful inner tools to chip away at sociocultural ain powerful inner tools to chip away at sociocultural 
privilege and bias through mindfulness, loving privilege and bias through mindfulness, loving 

kindness meditation, and Supportive Music & Imagery.kindness meditation, and Supportive Music & Imagery.

Friday, November 20, 2020, 12:00 pm — 5:00 pm

add-on Course H. groWing WiTH THe 2019 amTa Code of eTHiCsadd-on Course H. groWing WiTH THe 2019 amTa Code of eTHiCs
Presenter(s): Janice Shreibman, MM, MT-BC; Carol Presenter(s): Janice Shreibman, MM, MT-BC; Carol 
Shultis, PhD, MT-BC; Kevin Hahn, MM, MT-BC; Barbara Shultis, PhD, MT-BC; Kevin Hahn, MM, MT-BC; Barbara 
Bastable, MA, MT-BC; Jen DeBedout, MM, MT-BC; Bastable, MA, MT-BC; Jen DeBedout, MM, MT-BC; 
Rachelle Morgan, MA, MT-BC; Jennifer Sokira, MMT, Rachelle Morgan, MA, MT-BC; Jennifer Sokira, MMT, 
LCAT, MT-BC; Cheryl Stephenson, MM, MT-BCLCAT, MT-BC; Cheryl Stephenson, MM, MT-BC

WWith the AMTA Ethics Board, discuss recent trends ith the AMTA Ethics Board, discuss recent trends 
in ethical concerns identified by AMTA members.  in ethical concerns identified by AMTA members.  

Explore predetermined scenarios, identify the ethical Explore predetermined scenarios, identify the ethical 
dilemma(s), and practice using an ethical problem-dilemma(s), and practice using an ethical problem-
solving method to generate potential solutions and their solving method to generate potential solutions and their 
consequences.  Discussion points include topics such as consequences.  Discussion points include topics such as 
the impact of current topics on professional practice, their the impact of current topics on professional practice, their 
effect on collegial relations, and maintenance of self-care.effect on collegial relations, and maintenance of self-care.

Copyright © 2020 American Music Therapy Association® and its logo are 
registered trademarks with the U.S. Patent and Trademark office.   

All times noted are Eastern.



add-on Course i. relaTionallY Based musiC psYCHoTHerapYadd-on Course i. relaTionallY Based musiC psYCHoTHerapY
Presenter(s): Christine Routhier, MA, MT-BC, LMHC; Presenter(s): Christine Routhier, MA, MT-BC, LMHC; 
Carol Merle-Fishman, MA, LCAT, LMHCCarol Merle-Fishman, MA, LCAT, LMHC

EExplore the integration of Relational Integrative xplore the integration of Relational Integrative 
Psychotherapy and Internal Family Systems theory Psychotherapy and Internal Family Systems theory 

within the practice of music psychotherapy in a private within the practice of music psychotherapy in a private 
practice setting. Outline the Continuum Model of Guided practice setting. Outline the Continuum Model of Guided 
Music & Imagery and discuss music and imagery Music & Imagery and discuss music and imagery 
demonstrated as an approach that can be effectively demonstrated as an approach that can be effectively 
used on virtual platforms. Learn about issues related to used on virtual platforms. Learn about issues related to 
ethics and self-care for practitioners.ethics and self-care for practitioners.

add-on Course J. moTivaTional inTervieWing in musiC-CenTered musiC add-on Course J. moTivaTional inTervieWing in musiC-CenTered musiC 
THerapYTHerapY

Presenter(s): Noah Potvin, PhD, MT-BCPresenter(s): Noah Potvin, PhD, MT-BC

VVerbal processing is an essential skill for music erbal processing is an essential skill for music 
therapists in many treatment settings, yet it can be therapists in many treatment settings, yet it can be 

difficult to determine the role of verbal skills in music-difficult to determine the role of verbal skills in music-
centered therapeutic processes where therapeutic centered therapeutic processes where therapeutic 
transformation is explicitly located in the music encounter. transformation is explicitly located in the music encounter. 
Learn about motivational interviewing, an evidence-based Learn about motivational interviewing, an evidence-based 
verbal process that aligns with music-centered practices verbal process that aligns with music-centered practices 
by eliciting change talk that, in turn, promotes patient-by eliciting change talk that, in turn, promotes patient-
directed music engagement. directed music engagement. 

Friday, November 20, 2020, 7:00 pm — 10:00 pm

add-on Course k. You Can’T pour from an empTY Cup: susTainaBle self-add-on Course k. You Can’T pour from an empTY Cup: susTainaBle self-
Care sTraTegies for THe real WorldCare sTraTegies for THe real World

Presenter(s): Jennifer Hicks, MT-BC, E-RYTPresenter(s): Jennifer Hicks, MT-BC, E-RYT

MMaking self-care a priority in our daily personal and aking self-care a priority in our daily personal and 
professional lives is generally easier said than done, professional lives is generally easier said than done, 

particularly with the challenges of this past year. Review particularly with the challenges of this past year. Review 
research and writings by music therapists on burn-out as research and writings by music therapists on burn-out as 
well as ways to prevent and reduce its negative effects well as ways to prevent and reduce its negative effects 
through self-care. Explore a variety of self-care strategies through self-care. Explore a variety of self-care strategies 
and choose at least one to integrate into your daily life.and choose at least one to integrate into your daily life.

add-on Course l. THe inpuTs and ouTpuTs of Home reCordingadd-on Course l. THe inpuTs and ouTpuTs of Home reCording
Presenter(s): Robert Stewart, MM, MT-BC, NICU-MTPresenter(s): Robert Stewart, MM, MT-BC, NICU-MT

WWith the recent transition to tele-health services for ith the recent transition to tele-health services for 
many music therapists, at-home recording has many music therapists, at-home recording has 

become a much-needed skill set. Learn how to record, become a much-needed skill set. Learn how to record, 
edit, mix, add effects, and bounce to mp3 both audio edit, mix, add effects, and bounce to mp3 both audio 
and MIDI tracks using Garageband and ProTools. and MIDI tracks using Garageband and ProTools. 
Gather information about necessary hardware, such as Gather information about necessary hardware, such as 
microphones, cables, and MIDI controllers.microphones, cables, and MIDI controllers.

Saturday, November 21, 2020, 12:00 pm — 4:00 pm

add-on Course m. mismaTCH negaTiviTY, prp, dCr, & musiC: CliniCal add-on Course m. mismaTCH negaTiviTY, prp, dCr, & musiC: CliniCal 
appliCaTions of advanCed ConCepTs in neurosCienCeappliCaTions of advanCed ConCepTs in neurosCienCe

Presenter(s): Dale Taylor, PhD, MT-BC; Janice Lindstrom, Presenter(s): Dale Taylor, PhD, MT-BC; Janice Lindstrom, 
MA, MT-BCMA, MT-BC

TThe NIH has announced a new initiative to establish he NIH has announced a new initiative to establish 
a relationship between music therapy and a relationship between music therapy and 

neuroscience. Get a working knowledge of neuroscience neuroscience. Get a working knowledge of neuroscience 
terminology, research techniques and advanced concepts terminology, research techniques and advanced concepts 
that help understand and explain music therapy goals, that help understand and explain music therapy goals, 
interventions and outcomes. Apply such terms as pre-interventions and outcomes. Apply such terms as pre-
attentive response potential, mismatch negativity, and attentive response potential, mismatch negativity, and 
similar neuroscience findings to your own experiences.similar neuroscience findings to your own experiences.

add-on Course n. musiC THerapY in aCTion: inTegraTing aCCepTanCe and add-on Course n. musiC THerapY in aCTion: inTegraTing aCCepTanCe and 
CommiTmenT THerapY inTo Your praCTiCeCommiTmenT THerapY inTo Your praCTiCe

Presenter(s): Hannah Lingafelt, MA, MMT, LCMHC, Presenter(s): Hannah Lingafelt, MA, MMT, LCMHC, 
MT-BCMT-BC

AAcceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT) is a new cceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT) is a new 
model of therapy that has demonstrated positive model of therapy that has demonstrated positive 

outcomes in populations including individuals with outcomes in populations including individuals with 
chronic pain, individuals with anxiety, and individuals with chronic pain, individuals with anxiety, and individuals with 
depression.  In this experiential and interactive intensive depression.  In this experiential and interactive intensive 
course, learn what ACT is, experience ACT interventions, course, learn what ACT is, experience ACT interventions, 
and explore how to integrate ACT into your music and explore how to integrate ACT into your music 
therapy practice from assessment to implementation to therapy practice from assessment to implementation to 
evaluation.evaluation.

Saturday, November 21, 2020, 12:00 pm — 5:00 pm

add-on Course o. Case sTudY researCH designadd-on Course o. Case sTudY researCH design
Presenter(s): Kathleen Murphy, PhD, LCAT, MT-BC; Presenter(s): Kathleen Murphy, PhD, LCAT, MT-BC; 
Annie Heiderscheit, PhD, MT-BC, LMFT; Nancy Jackson, Annie Heiderscheit, PhD, MT-BC, LMFT; Nancy Jackson, 
PhD, MT-BCPhD, MT-BC

CCarrying out research studies as a clinician is a arrying out research studies as a clinician is a 
daunting task. Most clinicians are not given the time, daunting task. Most clinicians are not given the time, 

financial support, or materials needed to carry out a financial support, or materials needed to carry out a 
randomized control trial.  However, clinicians often have randomized control trial.  However, clinicians often have 
interesting case material or have developed innovative interesting case material or have developed innovative 
methods of addressing client needs.  See ways in methods of addressing client needs.  See ways in 
which clinicians can conduct research using case study which clinicians can conduct research using case study 
research designs demonstrated.research designs demonstrated.

add-on Course Q. addressing Common BeHavioral issues of asd using add-on Course Q. addressing Common BeHavioral issues of asd using 
rHYTHm-Based regulaTion sTraTegiesrHYTHm-Based regulaTion sTraTegies

Presenter(s): Fatima Chan, MME, MT-BC and Casey Presenter(s): Fatima Chan, MME, MT-BC and Casey 
DePriest, MT-BCDePriest, MT-BC

LLearn to use rhythm-based strategies to address earn to use rhythm-based strategies to address 
problematic behaviors of individuals with Autism problematic behaviors of individuals with Autism 

Spectrum Disorder. Explore the movement and sensory Spectrum Disorder. Explore the movement and sensory 
differences of autism and learn innovative rhythm-based differences of autism and learn innovative rhythm-based 
techniques that support more functional movement, techniques that support more functional movement, 
sensory regulation, and reliable communication in sensory regulation, and reliable communication in 
individuals with severe autism.individuals with severe autism.

AMTA, #P-051, maintains responsibility for program quality and adherence to 
CBMT policies and criteria for CMTE credit. Approval for NY State LCAT CEU 

hours is pending for some sessions under provider #CAT-0055. Complete 
session information, including CMTE and LCAT credits available, cost, learning 

objectives, pre-requisites, cancellation and refund policies, etc., may be found in 
the online registration module at www.musictherapy.org



Sunday, November 22, 2020, 10:00 am — 1:00 pm

add-on Course r. HearTBeaTs 101add-on Course r. HearTBeaTs 101
Presenter(s): Grace O’Leary, MT-BCPresenter(s): Grace O’Leary, MT-BC

WWe all know that heartbeat recordings are an e all know that heartbeat recordings are an 
incredible legacy project, but how do we incredible legacy project, but how do we 

ensure both our recordings and our application of the ensure both our recordings and our application of the 
intervention are high quality? Learn not only tips and intervention are high quality? Learn not only tips and 
tricks for recording and editing heartbeats, but how to tricks for recording and editing heartbeats, but how to 
implement the intervention in a way that is meaningful implement the intervention in a way that is meaningful 
and part of the therapeutic process, not just a product to and part of the therapeutic process, not just a product to 
present near end of life.present near end of life.

add-on Course s. finding THe BeauTY in neurodiversiTYadd-on Course s. finding THe BeauTY in neurodiversiTY
Presenter(s): Alyssa Wilkins, MT-BCPresenter(s): Alyssa Wilkins, MT-BC

MMusic therapists have a unique opportunity to help usic therapists have a unique opportunity to help 
clients of all abilities tap into the self and give clients of all abilities tap into the self and give 

an outlet to individuals who may struggle connecting an outlet to individuals who may struggle connecting 
with others. Explore how to use music therapy to help with others. Explore how to use music therapy to help 
neurodiverse individuals regulate, connect, and express neurodiverse individuals regulate, connect, and express 
themselves in a neurotypical world.themselves in a neurotypical world.

add-on Course T. 5 sTeps for persevering in TougH Timesadd-on Course T. 5 sTeps for persevering in TougH Times
Presenter(s): Cathy Knoll, MA, MT-BCPresenter(s): Cathy Knoll, MA, MT-BC

MMusic therapists will learn solid, field-tested strategies usic therapists will learn solid, field-tested strategies 
for moving forward professionally no matter the for moving forward professionally no matter the 

roadblocks they may encounter. Hear about significant roadblocks they may encounter. Hear about significant 
professional and personal challenges others have professional and personal challenges others have 
encountered, and walk through specific steps necessary encountered, and walk through specific steps necessary 
for developing a contingency plan, facing difficult for developing a contingency plan, facing difficult 
challenges, rescuing a job, building professional value, challenges, rescuing a job, building professional value, 
and exploring new markets and profitable income-and exploring new markets and profitable income-
producing projects.producing projects.

Sunday, November 22, 2020, 12:00 pm — 5:00 pm

add-on Course u. musiC THerapY in neurodegeneraTive disorders 101add-on Course u. musiC THerapY in neurodegeneraTive disorders 101
Presenter(s): Becky Wellman, PhD, LPMT, MT-BC; Piper Presenter(s): Becky Wellman, PhD, LPMT, MT-BC; Piper 
Laird, MM, MT-BC; Lisa Gallagher, MA, MT-BCLaird, MM, MT-BC; Lisa Gallagher, MA, MT-BC

PPatients with neurodegenerative disorders present a atients with neurodegenerative disorders present a 
complex and varied set of concerns and challenges. complex and varied set of concerns and challenges. 

Music therapy can be the glue that brings all of the Music therapy can be the glue that brings all of the 
pieces together to make significant differences in their pieces together to make significant differences in their 
lives. Review different neurodegenerative disorders, lives. Review different neurodegenerative disorders, 
explore specific challenges for patients and their families/explore specific challenges for patients and their families/
caregivers, look at assessments and goals, engage caregivers, look at assessments and goals, engage 
in symptom simulations, and try interventions to be in symptom simulations, and try interventions to be 
successful in treatment.successful in treatment.

add-on Course v. musiC THerapY, Trauma, & Complex CliniCal profilesadd-on Course v. musiC THerapY, Trauma, & Complex CliniCal profiles
Presenter(s): Kathleen Murphy, PhD, LCAT, MT-BC; Presenter(s): Kathleen Murphy, PhD, LCAT, MT-BC; 
Annie Heiderscheit, PhD, MT-BC, LMFT; Lisa Jackert, Annie Heiderscheit, PhD, MT-BC, LMFT; Lisa Jackert, 
MA, MT-BCMA, MT-BC

TTrauma experiences & histories underlie many mental rauma experiences & histories underlie many mental 
health disorders. Participate in music experiences health disorders. Participate in music experiences 

presented in an experiential format with intent to presented in an experiential format with intent to 

demonstrate how they can be used safely in the clinical demonstrate how they can be used safely in the clinical 
setting. Learn from experiences, case studies, and setting. Learn from experiences, case studies, and 
biographical information that may be uncovered by biographical information that may be uncovered by 
the music. Review ways in which principles of trauma the music. Review ways in which principles of trauma 
informed care can be infused into music therapy clinical informed care can be infused into music therapy clinical 
practice and discuss contraindications.practice and discuss contraindications.

add-on Course W. energize Your sCHool-Based musiC THerapY serviCesadd-on Course W. energize Your sCHool-Based musiC THerapY serviCes
Presenter(s): Kelee Hansen, MS, MT-BC; Laurel Rosen-Presenter(s): Kelee Hansen, MS, MT-BC; Laurel Rosen-
Weatherford, MM, MT-BC; Angela Snell, MSEd, MT-BCWeatherford, MM, MT-BC; Angela Snell, MSEd, MT-BC

DDo your school-based services need a tune up? o your school-based services need a tune up? 
Energize your tool box to support students across Energize your tool box to support students across 

all educational environments, considering both face-to-all educational environments, considering both face-to-
face and virtual learning settings. Upgrade your skills face and virtual learning settings. Upgrade your skills 
in school-wide programming, assessment, user-friendly in school-wide programming, assessment, user-friendly 
IEPs, goal-based session planning, documentation, IEPs, goal-based session planning, documentation, 
effective communication, and interdisciplinary effective communication, and interdisciplinary 
collaboration. Leave this session ready to communicate, collaboration. Leave this session ready to communicate, 
advocate and re-invigorate!advocate and re-invigorate!

Sunday, November 22, 2020, 1:15 pm — 4:15 pm

add-on Course x. using online Tools for Tele-mediCine, Tele-TeaCHing, add-on Course x. using online Tools for Tele-mediCine, Tele-TeaCHing, 
and virTual drum CirCles and virTual drum CirCles 

Presenter(s): Christine Stevens, MSW, MA, MT-BCPresenter(s): Christine Stevens, MSW, MA, MT-BC

DDuring these times, many live events and clinical uring these times, many live events and clinical 
sessions have been canceled due to the COVID-19 sessions have been canceled due to the COVID-19 

pandemic. Learn four steps to leading online programs, pandemic. Learn four steps to leading online programs, 
from tele-medicine to online drum circle facilitation.  from tele-medicine to online drum circle facilitation.  
Learn recommended tools to enhance audio, video, Learn recommended tools to enhance audio, video, 
and screen sharing. Learn the basics of being an online and screen sharing. Learn the basics of being an online 
zoom.us host and facilitator. Practice the four keys to zoom.us host and facilitator. Practice the four keys to 
maintaining your online presence. Discover how to make maintaining your online presence. Discover how to make 
a video invite. Outline an online session, title, protocol a video invite. Outline an online session, title, protocol 
and receive feedback. and receive feedback. 

Sunday, November 22, 2020, 1:15 pm — 5:15 pm

add-on Course Y. ouT WiTH THe old, in WiTH THe neW: innovaTing inTernsHip add-on Course Y. ouT WiTH THe old, in WiTH THe neW: innovaTing inTernsHip 
from appliCaTion To graduaTionfrom appliCaTion To graduaTion

Presenter(s): Jennifer Peyton, MM, MT-BC; Jess Presenter(s): Jennifer Peyton, MM, MT-BC; Jess 
Rushing, PhD, MT-BCRushing, PhD, MT-BC

SStuck in a rut with the same old method? Internship tuck in a rut with the same old method? Internship 
directors must revise approaches and processes directors must revise approaches and processes 

to fit the ever-changing needs and trends of younger to fit the ever-changing needs and trends of younger 
generations of interns and students. Explore generations of interns and students. Explore 
characteristics of Millennials and Gen Z, innovative characteristics of Millennials and Gen Z, innovative 
application and interview techniques, supervision, application and interview techniques, supervision, 
schedules, and evaluation model of a successful schedules, and evaluation model of a successful 
internship setting. This presentation is designed for internship setting. This presentation is designed for 
supervisors only.supervisors only.

Pre-registration and additional fee required for all Add-on Courses.
Information subject to change.


